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Abstract. XML has become one of the de facto standards of data exchange and representation in many applications. An XML document is usually too complex and large to understand and use for a human being. A summarized XML document of the original document is useful in such cases. Three standards are given to evaluate the final summarized XML document: document size, information content, and information importance. A method of summarizing an XML document based both on the document itself and the schema is given, which applies schema to summarize XML documents because there are many important semantic and structural information implied by the schema. In our method, redundant data are first removed by abnormal functional dependencies and schema structure. Then tags and values of the XML document are summarized based on the document itself and schema. Our method is a semi-automatic approach which can help users to summarize an XML document in the sense that some parameters must be specified by the users.
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1. Introduction

XML (eXtensible Markup Language)[1] has become one of the de facto standards of data representation over World Wide Web and elsewhere. More and more data are stored in XML format. To understand these XML documents with complex structure and abundant data, a human being must spend much time to read such documents. In some cases, it is impracticable, even not impossible, for a human being to read the whole XML document when the document is very large and complex. So it is necessary to present a human being with a summarized form of the original complex and large XML document. Such a summarized XML document is also useful in other applications: querying XML documents, comparing two XML documents, displaying or storing XML documents in a mobile or embedded device which has limited CPU processing ability, display screen and storage spaces, etc. Although such a summarized XML document is very useful, it is difficult to generate a good summarized XML document. Although a human being has good ability of summarizing and analyzing, a computer is not good at doing such things. So the challenge of summarizing XML documents is how to generate such a summarized XML document by computers.

A summarized XML document should grasp the core information of the original document so that a human being can have a basic understanding of the original document. Of course, such a summarized XML document should have less size than the original document considering the storage space and complexity. A good summarized XML document can be evaluated by the following 3 standards:

1) Document size. The first goal of summarizing XML document is to obtain an XML document with an acceptable size comparing with the original one according to specific applications.

2) Information content. A perfect summarized XML document should contain the entire information content of the original one, i.e. it is equivalent to the original one in the aspect of information content. But in
reality, it is impossible for a summarized XML document with less size to contain the entire information content of the original document which has no redundant information.

(3) Information importance. As a summarized XML document can not contain the entire information content of the original one in most cases, it is necessary and practicable to contain the most important information of the original one.

**Related work.** Text summarization [2, 3] focused on free-flowing texts in text datasets, which is not always applicable to XML summarization as the structure information and semantic information are often important to XML. XML schema summarization[4] is one related topic which summarizes XML schemas rather than XML documents. XML structure summarization [5] is another related topic which summarizes XML structures rather than XML documents. Compression technique [6, 7] is another related topic to reduce the document size without considering the readability to human beings. Other works focused on constructing XML summarization for XML efficient query estimation: StatiX [8] explores schema transformation and schema validation to obtain statistics for query selectivity estimation in XML documents. TREESKETCH synopses [9] can produce fast, accurate approximate answers for XML documents. Bloom histogram [10] is a method for XML path selectivity estimation in a dynamic environment. XSEED [11] is a method to estimate cardinality of XPath queries. Ref. [12] proposed a method to summarize XML data streams other than XML documents. A semi-automatic method to summarize XML collections is proposed in Ref.[13], which applies a template to specify the user requirement and matching rules to extract the summarized XML collections.

To the best of our knowledge, the most related work is Ref.[14] which proposed a method of XML document summarization based on document itself alone. As we know that a schema defines the structure and semantic of an XML document which implies many important information of an XML document. From the former observation, we propose a method of summarizing an XML document based on both document itself and the schema. Such method can make the summarized XML document have a good balance of document size, information content and information importance. More specifically, our approach have the advantages over Ref.[14] in the following aspects: (1) Some data redundancies introduce by abnormal functional dependencies and nested structures are first removed in the summarizing process which can make the XML document concise and meaningful. (2) It can reserve key information of the XML document. (3) It can deal with the difficult situation when a tag occurs many times but with little importance in an XML document.

**Contributions.** In this paper, we give a method of summarizing an XML document based on the document itself and the schema of the document. We apply schemas to summarize XML documents because there are many important semantic and structural information implied by the schemas (including functional dependencies, keys, and structure information). Our method can help users to summarize an XML document in the sense that some parameters must be specified by the users according to the different requirement such as intended summarized document size, intended information content, intended information importance, and specific XML documents.

**Organization.** The rest of the paper is organized as following: Section 2 illustrate the first two steps to summarize an XML document by removing data redundancies according to functional dependencies and structure. Sections 3 and 4 are the third and fourth steps to summarize an XML document by summarizing tags and values in the XML document. We conclude the paper and give the future work in Section 5.

2. **Removing XML Data Redundancies by Schema**

In real XML documents, there are many data redundancies as the causal design of XML schemas and documents. We focus on two kinds of XML data redundancies: data redundancies caused by functional dependencies and data redundancies caused by structure.

2.1 Removing XML data redundancies by functional dependencies

The first kind of XML data redundancies is caused by abnormal XML functional dependencies proposed in our previous work[15]. We do not give the formal definitions of functional dependencies and normal forms here considering the space. Detailed descriptions can be referred to Ref.[15]. In this paper, we focus
on the third normal form of XML document considering the simplicity and applicability in real applications. Higher normal forms may be too complex to understand and apply in real XML documents.

2.2 Removing XML data redundancies by structure

The second kind of XML data redundancies is caused by the nested structure of XML documents. Considering the following XML document D4 which contains a nesting tag Orders:

```xml
<CustomerOrders>
  <Orders>
    <Order>
      <OrderID>10643</OrderID>
      <CustomerID>9232</CustomerID>
      <OrderDate>2010-03-25</OrderDate>
    </Order>
    <Order>
      <OrderID>10692</OrderID>
      <CustomerID>9349</CustomerID>
      <OrderDate>2009-10-03</OrderDate>
    </Order>
  </Orders>
  <CompanyName>Alfreds Futterkiste</CompanyName>
</CustomerOrders>
```

To reduce such redundancies, the tags in sub-tree rooted on the nested tag Orders (i.e. the second Orders tag here) are moved up as sub-tags of the nesting tag A (i.e. the first Orders tag). Of course, the nested tag Orders is removed in the moving-up process. The above XML document D4 can be transformed to the following XML document D5 by above method.

```xml
<CustomerOrders>
  <Orders>
    <Order>
      <OrderID>10643</OrderID>
      <CustomerID>9232</CustomerID>
      <OrderDate>2010-03-25</OrderDate>
    </Order>
    <Order>
      <OrderID>10692</OrderID>
      <CustomerID>9349</CustomerID>
      <OrderDate>2009-10-03</OrderDate>
    </Order>
  </Orders>
  <CompanyName>Alfreds Futterkiste</CompanyName>
</CustomerOrders>
```

3. Summarizing Tags in An XML Document

After the previous summarizing procedures, an XML document has no data redundancies caused by abnormal functional dependencies and nested structures proposed in Sections 2. In this section, we will focus on the problem of determining the important tags in the original XML document to be included in the summarized XML document.

3.1 Keys of XML documents

As keys[16] are important for querying and understanding an XML document (an example is given in Section 5.5), the keys have priority over other tags to be contained in the summarized XML document. As how to deal with other tags that are not a key or a part of a key, i.e., whether or not they are contained in the summarized XML document, we will propose the method in Section 3.2. For example, considering the following XML document D6:
Suppose \{title, author\} is a key (a book is uniquely determined by the combination of its title and author), the summarized XML document must contain the key information of a book: title and author. This is also a common sense that the book title and its author is the priority information when we browse a book.

### 3.2 Other tags

For a tag which is not a key or a component part of a key, we can determine the tag importance by its occurrence in the XML document. In general, a tag A is more important than another tag B if A’s occurrence is higher than that of B. But in some special cases, it is not always true. Consider the following XML document D7:

```
<book>
  <title>database</title>
  <author>Peter Lee</author>
  <comment>This book introduces the basic concepts of …</comment>
  <comment>Normal forms are discussed …</comment>
  <comment>Query optimization is …</comment>
  <author>The author publish …</author>
</book>
```

### 4. Summarizing the Values of Tags in XML Documents

After the previous summarizing procedures in Sections 2-3, the summarized XML document contains no redundancies proposed in Section 2 and only the important tags with corresponding values of the original document are preserved in the summarized XML document. In this section, we will focus on summarizing the values of the tags in the XML document.

#### 4.1 Summarizing the Values of Tags in XML Documents

If the tags with same tag name have multiple values and all the tags have a same parent tag in the XML document, we just include the first tag with its value in the summarized document and a mark is left to indicate that there is more information about the same tag. If the reader is interested in that information, he or she can unfold the mark to browse the information when necessary. Of course, this will not increase the size of summarization, but only increase the process time when unfold the mark to browse the hide information. The intuitive motivation of this treatment is that the information of the first tag and its value is more important than subsequent tags (with same tag names as the first tag) and their values under the same parent tag in general. For example, the first author is more interested than the co-authors of a book for a reader in general. If it is not the case in extreme situations, the reader can browse the interested information when necessary. For example, a book has four authors in an XML document D8 as shown in following:

```
<Book>
  <Title>database</Title>
  <Author>author1</Author>
  <Author>author2</Author>
  <Author>author3</Author>
  <Author>author4</Author>
</Book>
```

We just contain the first author information in the summarized XML document as following XML document D9, where the mark ○ indicates that there is more information about authors of the book:

```
<Book>
  <Title>Database</Title>
  <Author>author1</Author> ○
</Book>
```
4.2 Treating the length of tag values

For different tags, tag values may vary greatly in length. Some tag values just contain several characters (“short values”) and others may contain thousands of characters (“long values”). It is obviously that a summarized XML document should not contain such long values without any change because it occupies too much space comparing to its provided simple information. To deal with the long values, it is sufficient that a summarized XML document contains some fixed length of the characters of the whole long values with a mark left to indicate that there is more information about the same tag. Considering the following XML document D10:

```xml
<Book>
  <author>Peter Lee</author>
  <comment>
    I found it to be a very useful text-book. The concepts are easy to understand and the authors provide plenty of examples for better understanding. The book is detailed, which means that if you want to go into detail you can, e.g. on what normal form is and how to use it, of the difference between relational and…
  </comment>
</Book>
```

The length of author value is 9 characters (“Peter Lee”), but the length of comment value is thousands of characters. We can just choose a fixed length, for example 41 characters, to be include in the summarized XML document with the mark ○ indicates that there is more information about comment of the book. The final summarized XML document D11 is following:

```xml
<Book>
  <author>Peter Lee</author>
  <comment> I found it to be a very useful text-book.○</comment>
</Book>
```

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a semi-automatic method to help users summarize XML documents, which means that some guidelines must be specified by users according to different requirements such as intended summarized document size, intended information content, intended information importance, and specific XML documents. The contribution of the method is that the summarized XML document can get a good balance of document size, information content, and information importance of the original document. Another contribution is that the summarized XML document can help a human being to understand the original large and complex document well and present a clear and core information of the original one to the user.

We do not give a whole running example to demonstrate the full aspects of the proposed approach considering the clarity and simplicity of the difficult problem. So we use different examples to demonstrate each aspect of the proposed approach without loss of generality.
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